
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
operations architect. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for operations architect

Identify, consult, and implement performance and scale solutions for the
customer facing applications
Create standard operating procedures, document architectures, and present
concepts and best practices to stakeholders
Determines the most likely requirements to successfully win an opportunity to
include development and articulation of the solutions required, win
strategies, themes and discriminators
Responsible for core market sustainment and new business growth
Broad experience with driving large scale transformation in enterprise level
business and technology architectures, preferably in a core banking
environment.The focus of the job will be on the Finacle core banking platform
(a 3rd party product from EdgeVerve/Infosys) and its technology ecosystem
Design and evolve core elements of the TIM, in particular addressing
functional areas of the Swiss Core Processing platform which have not been
fully modelled in the TIM, with focus on but not limited to Custody
Broad experience in applying architecture patterns and processes
Experience in application software platforms
Experience with Digital, Mobile, TV Marketing
Self-starter with proven ability to delivery meaningful results against
measureable goals

Qualifications for operations architect

Example of Operations Architect Job Description
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Strong working knowledge of assets, securities and referential data
Knowledge of trade processing and middle and back office platforms
At least 5 years experience in Consult with infrastructure development
project teams to fit infrastructure to architecture, to identify when it is
necessary to modify the technical architecture to accommodate infrastruct
At least 1 year experience in Solution Design
12+ years of relevant IT technical experience


